2022 Minnesota State Fair Fundraising Opportunities
Coliseum and Barns

Listed below are the fundraising opportunities currently available for the 2022 calendar year in the Lee & Rose Warner Coliseum and animal barns. Dates are including the 12 days of the Great Minnesota Get-Together, August 25 to September 5.

Fair-Time Barn Changeover

Sunday, August 28 at 5 p.m.

- **Cattle Barn duties**: Pick trash, shovel & rake after skid work and blow out barn
  - Needed: 20 people
  - Compensation: $1500
- **Christensen Pavilion (formerly Swine Barn) east side duties**: Pick trash, shovel stalls into manure carts and dump in center for skids and sweep
  - Needed: 30 people
  - Compensation: $1500
- **Christensen Pavilion (formerly Swine Barn) east side duties**: Pick trash, shovel stalls into manure carts and dump in center for skids and sweep
  - Needed: 30 people
  - Compensation: $1500
- **Sheep Barn duties**: Pick trash, tear stalls down, shovel shavings in manure carts, wheel manure to manure truck, put stalls up and re-number stalls
  - Needed: 30 people
  - Compensation: $1500
- **Poultry Barn duties**: Pick trash, tear cages down, dump shavings into dumpsters, put cages up and re-number stalls
  - Needed: 30 people
  - Compensation: $1500

September 1 at 5 p.m.

- **Cattle Barn duties**: Pick trash, shovel & rake after skid work and blow out barn
  - Needed: 20 people
  - Compensation: $1500
- **Christensen Pavilion (formerly Swine Barn) east side duties**: Pick trash, shovel stalls into manure carts and dump in center for skids and sweep
  - Needed: 30 people
  - Compensation: $1500
- **Christensen Pavilion (formerly Swine Barn) east side duties**: Pick trash, shovel stalls into manure carts and dump in center for skids and sweep
Needed: 30 people  
Compensation: $1500 

- **Sheep Barn duties**: Pick trash, tear stalls down, shovel shavings in manure carts, wheel manure to manure truck, put stalls up and re-number stalls  
  Needed: 30 people  
  Compensation: $1500 

- **Poultry Barn duties**: Pick trash, tear cages down, dump shavings into dumpsters, put cages up and re-number stalls  
  Needed: 30 people  
  Compensation: $1500 

**September 5 at 5 p.m.**

- **Cattle Barn duties**: Pick trash, shovel & rake after skid work and blow out barn  
  Needed: 20 people  
  Compensation: $1500 

- **Christensen Pavilion (formerly Swine Barn) east side duties**: Pick trash, shovel stalls into manure carts and dump in center for skids and sweep  
  Needed: 30 people  
  Compensation: $1500 

- **Christensen Pavilion (formerly Swine Barn) east side duties**: Pick trash, shovel stalls into manure carts and dump in center for skids and sweep  
  Needed: 30 people  
  Compensation: $1500 

- **Sheep Barn duties**: Pick trash, tear stalls down, shovel shavings in manure carts, wheel manure to manure truck, put stalls up and re-number stalls  
  Needed: 30 people  
  Compensation: $1500 

- **Poultry Barn duties**: Pick trash, tear cages down, dump shavings into dumpsters, put cages up and re-number stalls  
  Needed: 30 people  
  Compensation: $1500 

**Horse Barn Changeovers**

**Monday, August 29 at 6 p.m. or Tuesday, August 30 at 8 a.m.**

- Duties: Picking trash and shoveling out horse stalls  
  Needed: 20-30 people per barn  
  Compensation: *To be determined*

**Friday, September 2 at 3 p.m.**
- Duties: Picking trash and shoveling out horse stalls
- Needed: 15-20 people per barn
- Compensation: $1500

**Monday, September 5 at 4 p.m. or Tuesday, September 6 at 8 a.m.**

- Duties: Picking trash and shoveling out horse stalls
  - Needed: 20-30 people
  - Compensation: $1500

NOTE: All shifts go from start time until completion. Completion time is approximately 5 to 6 hours. Depending on your group, time may be less.